Let M be a real l-dimensional minimal submanifold with flat normal connection in a kaehler product manifold M m ×M n where M m and M n are complex m-dimensional and complex n-dimensional kaehler manifolds with constant holomorphic sectional curvature c 1 and c 2 respectively. We give a formula for the Laplacian of the second fundamental form of M . Specially we discuss the F-anti invariant case. We also give some applications of this formula.
Introduction
The complex projective space CP m and its submanifolds have been studied by many researchers. For the product manifold K.Yano and M.Kon [7] give the general results. The F-invariant submanifolds, invariant submanifolds, totally real submanifolds, of Kaehler product manifold have been studied, for example [1] , [2] , [6] , [3] .
In this paper we give a formula for the Laplacian of the second fundamentai form of a l-dimensional minimal submanifold with flat normal connection in a kaehler product manifold M m × M n , where M m and M n are complex m-dimensional and complex n-dimensional kaehler manifolds with constant holomorphic sectional curvature c 1 and c 2 respectively. We also give some applications of this formula. Specially in the F-anti invariant case, we get several simpler results. For any vector field X tangent to M we put JX = PX + FX,
where PX and FX are the the tangential part and normal part of JX respectively, f X and hX are the tangential part and normal part of F X respectively. For any vector field V normal to M we put
where T V and N V are the tangential part and normal part of JV respectively, tV and sV are the tangential part and normal part of F V respectively. Then F , f , s, ht and FT are symmetric with respect to g, P, N , FJ, f P + tF and Ft + N s are skew-symmetric with respect to g, and g(FX, V ) = −g(X, T V ), g(hX, V ) = g(X, tV ), g((hP + sF)X, V ) = −g(X, (Pt + T s)V ). We also have f T + tN = Pt + T s, hP + sF = Ff + N h, (2.4)
Additionally, we have the following relations:
Now we define the covariant derivatives of P, F, T and N respectively by
Then we have
Because M is equipped with product metric we know that ∇F = ∇ P = ∇ Q = 0 (cf [6] ). Next we define the covariant derivatives of f , h, t, and s by
Denote by R the Riemannian curvature tensor of M , then the equation of Gauss is given by
The equation of Codazzi is given by
The equation of Ricci is given by
or equivalently
In the following, we denote by A α the second fundamental form in the direction of v α , where {v 1 , · · · , v p } is an orthonormal basis for T x (M ) ⊥ , P = 2m + 2n − l. We denote by | · | the length of the tensor.
where
Minimal submanifolds with flat normal connection
In this section, we give the Simons' type integral formula for a compact minimal submanifold M in M m × M n . According to [4] , we have to compute the following terms:
We also have to compute
g((R(e i , e j )B)(e i , e k ), B(e j , e k )) (3.38)
We also have the following relations:
Now we can rewrite (3.12) as follows:
g((R(e i , e j )A α )e i , A α e j ) (3.50)
As in [4] , we have the following result:
is a parallel section in the normal bundle of M , then
Proof From Gauss equation, we get
where S is the Ricci tensor of M . From [4] we know that
we get the result. ✷
Since the normal connection of M is flat, we can choose an orthonormal basis v α of T (M ) ⊥ such that Dv α = 0 for all α. Thus
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we have
we get the result. ✷ As before we choose an orthonormal basis v α of T (M ) ⊥ such that Dv α = 0 for all α. Thus
−tr(f 2 th) − 3tr((f P + tF) 2 th)
Note that all the terms in W 1 and W 2 are positive, the left side of (3.39) is positive, therefore we get the following 
then M is totally geodesic. Proof. We can choosing an orthonormal basis
where K ij denotes the sectional curvature of M with respect to the section spanned by e i and e j . Denote the left side of (3.39) by L, then there exist a small ε > 0, such that 
